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ABSTRACT. Non-reciprocity and asymmetric transmission in optical and plasmonic systems is 
a key element for engineering the one-way propagation structures for light manipulation.  Here 
we investigate topological nanostructures covered with graphene-based meta-surfaces, which 
consist of a periodic pattern of sub-wavelength stripes of graphene winding around the (meta-) 
tube or (meta-)torus.  We establish the relation between the topological and plasmonic properties 
in these structures, as justified by simple theoretical expressions. Our results demonstrate how to 
use strong asymmetric and chiral plasmonic responses to tailor the electrodynamic properties in 
topological meta-structures. Cavity resonances formed by elliptical and hyperbolic plasmons in 
meta-structures are sensitive to the one-way propagation regime in a finite length (Fabry-Perot-
like) meta-tube and display the giant mode splitting in a (Mach-Zehnder-like) meta-torus.  
 
 
In recent years, enormous attention of researchers has been paid to metamaterials and surfaces, 
the artificial periodic arrangements of sub-wavelength size elements (so-called “meta-atoms”).1-4  
Recently, a piece of a relatively thin nanostructured hyperbolic metamaterial has been used to 
observe the phenomenon of strongly asymmetric optical transmission in the visible frequency 
range
5
. A limiting case of ultrathin meta-surfaces for light manipulation is interesting in the view 
of anomalous reflection,
6
 diffraction-free propagation,
7
 generation of optical vortexes,
8 
 the 
photonic spin Hall effect,
9
 etc.  
Reconfigurable meta-surfaces may be created on the basis of graphene (the one-atom-thin 
honey-comb-like carbon lattice).
10, 11 
Such meta-surfaces are constructed by densely-packed 
graphene strips, allow for the electrical control its topology from elliptic to hyperbolic through 
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highly anisotropic σ-near-zero properties, what has a great interest for guiding plasmons 
manipulation.   
For real applications, only metasurfaces with finite size may be used. Presence of the structure 
edges leads to undesirable losses due to electromagnetic radiation into the outer medium.  Such 
disadvantage may be avoided in cylindrical structures.  Graphene-based cylindrical waveguides 
may operate in single- and multi- mode regimes in frequency range from THz to mid-IR.
12-14
  
They may support TE- polarized plasmons,
15 
similarly to the single graphene layer
16
. Recently, 
we have shown that cylindrical graphene-based waveguide filled by gyrotropic (or magnetized) 
medium demonstrate the giant Faraday rotation of high-order plasmonic modes spiraling around 
the nanowire axis.
17 
Although the magnetic control in such hybrid magneto-plasmonic structures 
is possible, for practical applications it would be preferential to develop similar functionalities 
without the use of the external magnetic field. In this Letter we focus on the symmetry breaking 
of chiral SPPs propagating on chiral cylindrical plasmonic waveguides based on rolled graphene 
metasurfaces (meta-tubes) as well as the finite-length structures serving as meta-cavities.  
The main concept of this study is shown in Figure 1. Chiral, azimuthal plasmonic modes 
propagating along the cylindrical structures are somewhat analogous to the nuts on the screws.  
Higher order plasmonic modes possess 2m nodes, giving the angular intensity distribution 
visually resembling the shape of common nuts.  Whereas in a mechanical case the rotation 
direction of the nut is determined by the (left- or right-handed) thread on the screw, in 
plasmonics both rotation directions are generally possible giving rise to the propagating 
electromagnetic modes rotating clock (+m) or counterclockwise (-m).  However, under 
appropriate conditions, in analogy to the mechanical nut-on-the-screw example, the chirality of 
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the propagating plasmonic modes is dictated by the chirality of the meta-tube and modes with the 
opposite chirality cannot propagate.  
 
Figure 1.  (a) Chiral SPP modes are characterized by azimuthal indices ±m and propagate 
along plasmonic nanowires similar nuts on a screw. Arrows show the direction of rotation of SPP 
field distribution for +m and –m modes upon propagation. (b) A chiral graphene-based meta-tube 
(plasmonic screw) is obtained by winding a bunch of n identical graphene stripes around the 
cylindrical core under the fixed angle θn.  (c) Chiral SPP modes with opposite azimuthal numbers 
+m and -m propagate along the chiral meta-tube with different k-vectors h+≠h-. The intensity 
distribution of the superposition of +m and –m modes in (a) also rotates upon propagation due to 
the difference in wavevectors h+ and h- (see text for details).  
 
Let us consider a dielectric cylinder (core of the waveguide) with dielectric permittivity εin = 
εrinε0 (we use SI units, ε0 is electric constant) and radius r, which is coiled by graphene stripe (see 
Figure 1(b,c)). Such cylinder is embedded in the dielectric medium with dielectric permittivity 
εout = ε
r
outε0. Both mediums are non-magnetic (μin = μout = μ0) and we use cylindrical coordinates 
(ρ, φ, z), where the z-axis coincides with the cylinder axis.  
 
The topographic map projection of our cylindrical structure of radius r in Figure 1(b) is a meta-
surface formed by graphene stripes with the width A separated by the spacer width B.  For a 
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fixed periodicity of the meta-surface Λ = A + B, the tilt angle can possess the discrete values (see 
Figure 1(c)) 
 
  arcsin / 2[ ]n nL r                       (1)  
 
Here n is an integer, to be denoted as the “topological index”, which is the number of graphene 
stripes winding around the meta-tube. It represents the topological index of the structure because 
under homeomorphic transformations one cannot change the count of the spirals. The maximum 
topological index nmax = 2πr/ corresponds to the longitudinal orientation of graphene stripes. 
Similar systems with multiple metallic helices to generate near-fields with high optical chirality 
have been proposed recently.
18
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Figure 2. Dispersion of SPP modes depends both on the chirality of the meta-tube (index n=+15, 
right-handed tube or n=-15, left-handed tube) and the chirality of the mode (index m = ±1 for σ± - 
modes). Hyperbolic and elliptic SPP modes are separated by bandgaps, where SPPs cannot 
propagate. The latter are defined in the figure of merit as frequency regions with LSPP/ λSPP < 1 
(overdamped regions, below the dashed horizontal line). Different bandgaps for σ+ and σ- modes 
lead to the phenomenon of one-way propagation; SPP dispersion is symmetric upon the change 
of tube chirality:     upon n n .   
SPPs propagating along the cylindrical meta-tube are described by electric and magnetic fields 
E, H ~ exp[-iωt+ihz+imφ], where ω is the circular frequency, h is the propagation constant, m is 
the azimuthal mode index characterizing SPP’s chirality. These azimuthal modes can be 
interpreted as plane electromagnetic waves characterized by the longitudinal and transversal (to 
the nanowire axis) components of the wave vector h± and kφ ≈ ±m/r, respectively. Two modes 
with opposite ±m propagate at different angles with respect to the graphene stripes in our chiral 
structure.  Calculations show that propagation constants for these modes are different, h+≠h-, 
similarly to the plasmonic modes in gyrotropic graphene-covered nanowires.
17
 We will focus on 
the modes with m = ±1 (to be denoted as σ±) and discuss their dispersion characteristics in detail.  
For sub-wavelength periodicity,  << λ, the optical properties of graphene meta-surfaces are 
determined by the highly anisotropic conductivity tensor 
 ˆ
z
meta
z zz
 

  
   
  
,                                (2) 
 
where all tensor components depend on graphene conductivity σg and the capacitive coupling  σC  
between the stripes (see the Supporting Information for details). Graphene meta-surfaces display 
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the transition from the elliptic to the hyperbolic topology around σ-near-zero case determined by 
condition of Im{AσC +Bσg} = 0.
10, 11
 This transition plays a crucial role in plasmonics: whereas 
in case of elliptic topology, SPPs can propagate in all directions, in hyperbolic case their 
propagation is allowed is some specific directions only. Physically, the hyperbolic meta-surface 
displays the metal-like behavior in one direction while showing the dielectric-like response in the 
orthogonal directions. Due to the pronounced frequency dependence of σg and σC the spectral 
regions of hyperbolic and elliptic topology are separated by the bandgap: an effect that we are 
going to use later in the manuscript. 
Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of SPP wavelength λSPP = 2π/Re{h}, propagation 
length LSPP = 1/(2Im{h}) and the figure of merit LSPP/λSPP for a structure with the core radius r = 
200 nm, graphene strips of the width A = 45 nm, the periodicity Λ = 2πr/nmax ≈ 50.3 nm, 
graphene chemical potential μch = 0.5 eV, ε
r
in = 3, ε
r
out = 1, and the topological index n = ±15 (or, 
equivalently, θn ≈ ±37
o).  In chiral structures the wave vectors of σ+ (m=1) and σ- (m = -1) SPP-
modes are oriented differently with respect to graphene stripes (see Figure 1(c)). This leads to the 
difference in their dispersion relation: whereas σ+ SPPs possess a cut-off frequency of 10 THz 
for n = 15, as in case of continuous graphene coating,
11, 12
 σ- SPPs are allowed to propagate at 
lower frequencies. In other words, σ+ and σ- dispersion curves are characterized by slightly 
different bandgaps where SPPs cannot propagate. Change in the structure chirality leads to the 
opposite behavior. The bandgap opening is caused by the transition from the elliptic (above the 
bandgap) to the hyperbolic (below the bandgap) SPPs dispersion. This transition occurs at highly 
anisotropic σ-near-zero points of the metasurface, where their resonant response is accompanied 
by large dissipative losses. We will show below that the difference in bandgaps can be used to 
design structures for the asymmetric one-way SPP propagation.  
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In order to highlight the importance of σ±  SPP-modes here we note that their excitation has 
readily been observed in the experiments on isotropic nanowires excited at their tips by a plane 
electromagnetic wave under oblique incidence.
19-21
 In this non-chiral case a helical rotation of 
intensity distribution was formed by two interfering SPP modes, i.e. m=0 and σ+ or σ-  modes.
19
 
In chiral structures we expect to observe the rotation of electromagnetic field distribution solely 
with a superposition between the distinct σ+ and σ- eigenmodes because of their different 
propagation constants h+≠h- . Assuming that a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave 
impinging on the tip of our meta-tube at z=0 will predominantly excite the linear combination of 
σ+ and σ- SPPs with equal amplitudes, the resulting azimuthal field distribution will rotate upon 
propagation as shown in the inset of Fig. 3.  Given the case that the difference in the attenuation 
of σ+ and σ- SPPs at z = z0 is equal, i.e. z0|Im{h-} – Im{h+}| << 1, the initial field distribution will 
be preserved and rotated around the tube axis by the angle ψ = z0(Re{h-} – Re{h+})/2. After 
propagation along the meta-tube of finite length z0 the SPPs would be out-coupled into the 
linearly polarized free-space radiation with the polarization plane rotated by the angle ψ. To 
quantify this polarization rotation, we introduce the specific rotation angle ψ0 = ψ/z0 per unit 
length. Figure 3 shows the dependence of this specific rotation angle on the topological index n 
for a meta-tube with the periodicity Λ = 2πr/25 ≈ 50.3 nm, and graphene strip width A = 45 nm.  
The maximum specific rotation can reach a few hundreds of degrees per micrometer at 
n=20…22, corresponding to the tilt angles θn ranging from 50
o
 to 60
o
. Adjusting the graphene’s 
chemical potential, though the external gate voltage or intrinsic chemical doping can 
significantly modify the specific rotation ψ0. The maximum values of ψ0 should be much larger 
than those predicted for the gyrotropic graphene-covered nanowires under similar conditions.
17
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An opposite chirality of the structure can be formally obtained either by assuming negative tilt 
numbers (or tilt angles) or backward propagating waves. It is worth mentioning that the 
discussed optical activity in spiral meta-structures is analogous to that in natural sugar solutions 
and artificial chiral media.
22-25
 
 
Figure 3. Specific rotation angle ψ0 for the spiral waveguide with the periodicity Λ = 2πr/25 ≈ 
50.3 nm, and graphene strip width A = 45 nm via the topological index of the structure for the 
frequency 50 THz and different values of the graphene chemical potential. The insets show the 
definition of the rotation angle, and graphene chemical potential (or Fermi level). 
Let us consider now a meta-tube of finite length L, where forward and backward propagating 
SPPs might form Fabry-Perot resonances.  Due to the asymmetric SPP propagation the resonant 
condition reads L[h+(ωres)+ h-(ωres)] = 2πM, where M is an integer number. Keeping in mind SPP 
dispersion in Figure 2, two types of resonances are possible: with hyperbolic SPPs below the 
bandgap and elliptic SPPs above the bandgap.  
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Significant shift of the cut-off frequencies for the forward and backward propagating SPPs 
may prohibit the existence of some lower-order (small M) Fabry-Perot modes in chiral meta-
tubes (see Figure 4(a)). This effect is illustrated in Figure 4(b), which shows show the resonant 
frequencies of a meta-tube with the length L = 1 μm under variation of the topological index n 
(or the tilt angle of the stripes).   
 
One can see that within a certain range of the topological indices Fabry-Perot resonances are 
absent because of the one way propagation regime. For the higher-order Fabry-Perot resonances 
(large M) this range becomes smaller because h increases and ασ± both get close to 90
o 
(see 
Figure 1(c)), when the difference between two polarizations σ±  (m=±1) is negligible.  
 11 
 
Figure 4. (a) Resonant Fabry-Perot modes are obey [h+(ωres)+ h-(ωres)] = 2πM/L for M = 1, 2, 3, 
…, as indicated by the crossing points with dashed horizontal lines h=2πM/L for L = 1 μm. SPP 
dispersion is taken from Fig. 2. (b) Resonant frequencies fres = Re[ωres]/2π of such a finite-length 
meta-tube depend on the topological index n. The nonexistence of Fabry-Perot resonances within 
a certain range of topological indices manifests itself in the discontinuity of the curves. Symbol 
sizes (circle radii) represent the full-width half-maximum of Fabry-Perot resonances. 
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Excitation of a chiral meta-tube, with parameters corresponding to the one way propagation 
regime, should lead to the creation of an electromagnetic “hotspot” at one of the tips;26 for modes 
with an opposite chirality the hotspot will be located at the opposite tip. 
 
An even more interesting approach to change the topology of the structure is to transform a 
cylinder into a torus and thus introduce the second topological index N (see Figure 5(a)). In such 
a system, the tilt angle θnN must satisfy two distinct conditions: θnN = arcsin[n/2πr] and θnN = 
arccos[N/2πR]. For an arbitrary geometry of the torus these conditions are usually not satisfied 
for an all n.  For example, two distinct configurations with perpendicular (n=0, N=Nmax) and 
longitudinal (n=nmax, N=0) orientation of graphene stripes exist only for if the ratio R/r of the 
torus radii is an integer.  
 
For the analysis of meta-torus resonances we assume R/r>>1, i.e. we can formally describe it 
as a piece of the cylinder obeying periodic boundary conditions along the cylinder axis. The 
Fabry-Perot condition for modes propagating on a torus clock- and counterclockwise read: 2πRh± 
= 2πM, where M is an integer number. Given the case that the propagation constants h+ and h- are 
different, the resonant condition for these two modes will be satisfied for two different 
frequencies.  Only in two degenerate cases of 0
o
 and 90
o
 tilt angle the mode propagation would 
be symmetric and both resonant frequencies would become identical.   
 
The resonances of all orders exist in the meta-torus for all possible topological indexes in 
contrast to the finite length meta-tube (see Figure 4(b)).  
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Let us consider the meta-torus formed by a meta-tube with r = 200 nm and R = 2 μm, covered 
by graphene strips with the width A = 45 nm, a situation corresponding to nmax = 2πr/Λ = 25 and 
Nmax = 2πR/Λ = 250. Resonance curves of such a torus are shown in Figure 5(c-f) for several 
combinations of topological indexes (n, N) = (0, 250), (15, 200), and (25, 0), which correspond 
to the tilt angles θnN = 0
o
, 37
o
, and 90
o
, respectively.  
 
The resonant modes shown here correspond to the condition M=1 and M=10. For non-zero 
chirality of the structure the resonant frequencies for counter- and clockwise propagating modes 
are different.  The resonant condition for the meta-torus Rh  = M uniquely defines the  effective 
propagation angle of the SPPs: tan(αmM) = Mr/mR. In analogy to the topological indices n and N 
a pair of electrodynamic indices m and M defines the electrodynamic topology of the resonant 
mode. An existence of topological SPP resonances on a meta-torus implies a fixed relation 
between the structural topological indices (n, N) and electromagnetic topological indices (m, M) 
of a resonant mode: 
 ctg tgnN mM
n m
N M
     (3) 
Equation (3) shows that the geometrical chirality of the structure is connected with the 
electromagnetic chirality of resonant SPP modes.  The above analysis facilitates the 
understanding the splitting of resonant frequencies in Figure 5(c-f), where we again focus on the 
chiral properties of σ± (m = ±1) SPP resonances in structures with longitudinal (n = 25, N = 0) 
and perpendicular (n = 0, N = 250) graphene stripes, as compared to a tilted chiral configuration 
(n = 15, N = 200). For the fundamental mode with m = 0 there is no splitting for the resonant 
frequencies of counter-clockwise and clockwise propagation in none of these structures. 
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Figure 5. (a) A meta-torus is characterized of the pair of topological indices of the structure n 
and N. (b) Both chiral σ±  SPP modes exist for all wavenumbers. Resonance curves of the elliptic 
(c,e) and hyperbolic (d,f) SPPs in the meta-torus correspond to the condition Rh  = M for M = 1 
(c,d) and 10 (e,f); R/r = 10. The schematic of the torus is shown near each curve. Continuous red 
and blue lines correspond to the counter-clockwise and clockwise SPP propagation, respectively. 
For M=1 in Figure 5(c,d) elliptical and hyperbolic σ± modes possess different frequencies for 
all structures. Figure 5(e) illustrates a specially selected, exotic case of M=10 when SPP’s 
propagation angle ασ± = 45
o
 with respect to graphene stripes is identical for longitudinal and 
perpendicular stripe orientation. This situation corresponds to the condition of hσ± = r
-1
 (= 5 μm-1 
for structure in Figure 5).  The splitting of resonant elliptic and hyperbolic σ± modes for a chiral 
structure is almost the largest one (see Figure 5(b)).  
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Surprisingly, Eq. (3) helps to explain why the maximum splitting occurs at the M =10. 
However, this requires some additional information on the electrodynamics of the structure. The 
analysis of SPPs propagating on a flat metasurface shows
27
 that their frequencies display the 
largest difference for wavevectors along and perpendicular with respect to graphene stripes, 
respectively (see the Supporting Information for details). For resonant modes in the chiral 
toroidal resonator we have equal hσ±, and thus, ασ- = 180
o
 - ασ+. In analogy to planar 
metasurfaces, the maximum frequency splitting in chiral toroidal structure should be achieved 
for ασ- - ασ+ = 90
o, which leads to ασ+ = 45
o, ασ- = 135
o; in addition we should have θnN =45
o
. 
Under these conditions we can use Eq. (3) to calculate the set of topological indices for the 
maximum frequency splitting obeying Mn/N = 1. For the model structure in Figure 4, θnN =45
o 
cannot be achieved for any possible topological indices. The closest angle θnN ≈ 37
o
 is obtained 
for (n,N) = (15, 200), resulting in  M = N·tg(θnN)/n = 10.  
 
In conclusion, we have investigated a new class of topological plasmonic structures, which are 
formed by rolled graphene-based metasurfaces. While a graphene meta-tube displays a giant 
rotation of azimuthal plasmonic modes, its intrinsic chirality plays a crucial role for the design of 
“one-way propagation” plasmonic devices and is responsible for the disappearance of Fabry-
Perot resonances in finite-length meta-tubes. A piece of meta-tube, rolled in a torus, possesses a 
distinct spectrum of azimuthal cavity modes with a large splitting for clock- and 
counterclockwise propagation directions of SPPs. Interestingly, the electromagnetic and 
geometrical topological indices of the structure are intimately connected by simple analytical 
expressions, which physical meaning remains to be clarified.  Therefore, our results are not 
 16 
limited to graphene-based structures and pave the way for topological plasmonics in chiral 
plasmonic nanostructures. 
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